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this book focuses on the various human qualities associated with each energy centre and points out how to
recognize control and direct the peculiarities of each chakra so that the seeker may travel safely towards the goal
of absolute happiness in this world and society god has placed each of us in particular places and circumstances we
according to our own action karma evolution education talents and abilities earn our living can everyone become
rich it may or may not be possible but can everyone improve their lot if they become successful and or happier the
answer is firmly affirmative if one meditates regularly one can achieve this modest goal relationships begin with
knowledge progress with understanding and ripen through love expansion and succesful relationships bring about
completeness in life while living in this changing world we are to multiply our relationships basing them on love and
oneness yet retaining the awareness that nothing is permanent except the immortal self and the blessing of its
endless love about the book this book is a tale centred on the theme of the philosophic ideals and teachings of
vedanta with a first person narrative style it begins with the narrator s decision to spend the third of the four
asramas the vanaprastha stage of life in madurai the abode of goddess meenakshi which has inspired devout
scholars and poets for centuries the tale is an account of the narrator s study of the philosophy of non dualism or
advaita as propounded by masters such as sri sankara and ramana maharshi under the guidance of his guru
sankara shastri it reveals the nature of the vedanta philosophy and its significance in understanding the meaning of
life and the strange nature of human condition in attaining peace and bliss in one s own being and in contributing to
harmony and integration in the country it discusses aspects of creation of the universe and of life the world and
nature around us and the sufferings and pleasures as experienced by humans from a vedantic perspective the story
is an interesting account that is not only profoundly philosophical but also touches the emotions of the heart
readers will be fascinated by this interesting and profound story that conveys the deeply founded truths of vedanta
in a simple manner what does it take to be present sydney platt takes us on an inner journey exploring the many
facets of presence with one goal in mind reconnecting with the essence of who you truly are stepping into presence
is an experiential guide not just a book for the mind from its premise that the main obstacle to being present is a
deep sense of disconnection from the soul what it takes to live in presence is explored from many perspectives this
involves delving into all the dimensions of human existence spirit thought emotion and physical senses step if you
wholeheartedly engage yourself in its pages it is expected that you will understand how your deepest fears
originate and function under the radar to keep you out of the present discover why the personality is the most
powerful force that blocks the full expression of who you truly are get savvy to the hidden agenda of your
personality and learn to sidestep its unconscious motives and unproductive directives become more aware of how
you disconnect from the flow of life and all its dimensions explore ways to resonate with the qualities of presence so
you can be happier calmer and more fully present calm allows us to process our experience completely and helps
us access the resources present within the well of our soul from chapter 21 sydney platt has written a remarkably
thorough guide to personal transformation weaving together many systems of consciousnessat the completion of
each section she provides lovely meditations and prayers to help manifest the transformations even advanced
students of consciousness will find sydneys book a valuable resource for deeper transformation sandra zimmer
founder of the self expression center and author of its your time to shine how to overcome fear of public speaking
develop authentic presence and speak from your heart in this touching book filled with the private memories of his
life with his master paramahamsa prajnanananda shares the world of his early training and glimpses of how he
could reach his true potential under the loving guidance of one of the most renowned and legendary yogi of the
20th century paramahamsa hariharananda this is the story of two exceptional beings who gave their utmost to each
other so that in turn they could lead and guide many others along the path of realization swami nityatmananda
lived in the company of sri m for a long time maintained a diary and elaborated it in sixteen parts of sri ma darshan
the book is also available in english under the title m the apostle the evangelist all the sixteen parts are available in
bengali too it is a continuation of the kathamrita this work is the result of twenty years of hard and incessant work
and tapasya on the banks of the ganga in rishikesh in the himalayas in this series of 16 volumes the reader is
brought in close touch with the life and teachings of sri ramakrishna family thakur swamiji holy mother m swami
shivananda swami abhedananda and others and there is the elucidation according to sri ramakrishna s line of
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thought of the upanishads the gita the bible guru granth sahib the holy quran and other scriptures the third
specialty of this work is the commentary on the gospel of sri ramakrishna by the author himself says swami
shraddhananda one wonders at the unusual capacity of swami nityatmananda in recording these day to day
conversations of this vyasadeva of our time m and later developing his notes into his masterly work one cannot fail
to discover the special training he received from sri m himself in this direction while he was serving as a teacher in
m s school and living with him for years when he read it swami jagadananda remarked the author has presented m
s words lifelike after reading his kathamrita a study of this book will throw new light on the kathamrita there is no
doubt about it the great american and senior sadhu swami atulananda wrote this book may serve a double purpose
to those who are acquainted with m s kathamrita it may be welcome as a companion volume and to those not yet
acquainted with the kathamrita it may arouse a desire to make that acquaintance for this book which is a record of
m s talks with his admirers about his reminiscences not only reveals new facts about the life of sri ramakrishna but
throws new light on that wonderful life swami virajananda the late president of sri ramakrishna math and mission
heard the manuscript read to him by his secretary when he visited dehradun for the last time and he was delighted
to hear it he told to the author what a wonderful thing you have written why didn t you show it to me earlier never
mind now go and finish the writing human life is so uncertain if you complete the writing itself publication can be
taken up by others ah the move is as dramatic as the subject is sublime practicing human values in our daily lives
implies organizing one s life in such a way that all our thoughts words and actions may result in harmony with our
set of interpersonal relationships it entails principles morality and ethical assets a thought is like the seed we plant
the sprout is the result of our work and the tree or the fruit is the final manifestation so every human life may
become a reflection of the divine the choice is totally ours life values are the main arteries to reach the goal of life
after a sincere evaluation of one s life establishing one s own philosophy each one of us is to truly accept one s own
responsibilities to practice human values is to accept full responsibility for one s own life this gives us the power to
move forward grow and become truly independent and free while ramakrishna paramhamsa has been the subject
of innumerable volumes devoted to his life and teachings over the past century and a half ramakrishna
paramhamsa the sadhaka of dakshineswar illuminates this enigmatic religious figure and stands out amidst the
multitude of voices that crowd his story it traces the several contradictions of nineteenth century bengal that the
man embodied between his vaishnav roots and sakti worship between bhakti and gyan and between a guru and
sadhaka spiritual practitioner amiya p sen situates sri ramakrishna within the emerging social and cultural anxieties
of the time as also the larger hindu brahminical world that he was born into this book also carries a brief but critical
introduction to the moral and philosophical underpinnings of ramakrishna s vibrant theology that will be of interest
to lay readers as well as those especially interested in the cultural and religious history of modern bengal see also
amiya sen s his words the preaching and parables of ramakrishna paramahamsa the book is an experience its an
experience what millions would have experienced i have not used this book as a tool to advise or to convey my
teachings or a message this book acts like a mirror it is an experience within your experience which you would have
failed to understand about life life is an experience which can be of love spiritual inspirational innovation godliness
accidental and so on you may have end number of experience within yourself life becomes an adventure when you
start to explore life with your experience imagination cannot be an experience dreams cannot be an experience
only reality is the truth of experience and the reality is what this book speak about book explores the experience
about love never judge a person by his physical appearance and never judge a book by its description just
experience my vision here is to make the readers experience the experienced which is the master within and
explore yourself into an adventure world of love santa fe the city different has deeply excited visitors for over a
hundred years with its crystal blue skies blood of christ mountains pure dry air old adobe charm and beautiful light
but this high desert state capital and artists haven may also be a land of lighta premier landscape of multiple
sacred sites and heightened spiritual charge people love this place they say for its uplifting spiritually leavening
effect for how it starts a process of transformation healing deep change and self reinvention people revere this
place as an axis of creativity a hotbed of innovation and a paramount center for recreating culture and spirituality
capable of inspiring the world santa fe light explains why an able travel guide it takes you to 111 different locations
and their light temples in and around santa fe numinous places usually only encountered in myths or dreams and it
proposes that the observed social qualities of santa fe its livability might be due to this fabulous visionary
geography alluringly just beyond the veil of our ordinary perception for sale in south asia only blissfully
unconventional ramakrishna 1836 1886 was a prime mover in the transmission of eastern mystical practices into
the west s spiritual renaissance this work presents sanctity playfulness wisdom power devotion and spiritual
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intensity from one of the most inspiring spiritual teachers in each page in this book the author has compiled and
compared the teachings of the most outstanding contemporary masters from anandamayee ma swami chidananda
krishnamurti swami rama paramahamsa prajnanananda ramesh balsekar nisargadatta maharaj ramana maharshi
paramahamsa hariharananda sri sathya sai baba further to extracts from the most ancient and enlightening
scriptures such as vivekachudamani ashtavakra gita vashista yoga avadhuta gita of dattatreya and some of the
essential treasures of the upanishadic teachings that are the basic must for any serious spiritual seeker when
dreams come true is made of thirty one different inspirational stories about dreams realised collected from ordinary
people from various corners of the world this book contains stories that are more than just an account on someone
s life these stories are factual honest inspirational moving soul touching and a profound example of transforming
impossible into possible this book offers hope in the darkest moments of despair it guides and provides healing it
inspires it encourages and assists in looking beyond to what is absorbed by the naked eye treat this book like a
guide that takes you out of your misery despair uncertainty and inspires you to see beyond your worries and
everyday challenges life is full of endless possibilities waiting to serve and be noticed this remarkable book is the
testimony of the truth that everything can be possible in this universe you can achieve anything in life as long as
you believe focus and put effort in making your dreams come true however the author insists that it is important to
come from the place of love because that s where all the greatest miracles reside may this book be your daily
powerful inspiration the world today is facing a bewildering array of problems where human behavior is both brazen
and bizarre those who are searching for a way out are daring to ask fundamental questions what is man s rightful
place are we a doomed species is god becoming weary of mankind in man s fate and god s choice bhimeswara
challa shares his comprehensive study of human behavior that suggests that the very paradigm of our thinking is
inappropriate for the current challenges we face in a thoughtful innovative presentation of ideas challa posits that
any betterment in human behavior needs a cathartic change at the deepest level ultimately reawakening the
intelligence of the human heart he begins by examining the greatest challenge of this generation of human beings
and continues by placing the multiple identities of man in perspective reviewing our growing insensitivity to human
suffering finally he looks to the living world for inspiration metaphors and models for human transformation man s
fate and god s choice incisively covers an array of issues and proposes an agenda for action as it challenges those
who see misery and ask why to also see the promise in the rainbow and then ask why not psychology in the light of
the east presents fresh insights into integral psychology including valuable techniques for application this text
invites readers on a journey of self knowledge and self mastery providing professionals as well as general readers
with the tools for great personal and professional development on the life and works most in oriya of abhirama
paramahamĐsa 1904 1963 hindu religious leader the bhagavad gītā recounts a profound dialogue between arjuna a
conflicted warrior and his humble charioteer who is in fact the lord himself the message kṛṣṇa delivered on a
battlefield more than 5000 years ago is just as relevant today because it awakens the soul to mankind s true nature
and reason for being his instructions have stood the test of time and provide the knowledge to help us triumph over
the obstacles we face in our lives paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda s commentary brings this timeless
discourse to life unravelling it and delivering it straight to the heart of the reader it is rare when a book has the
potential to become a lifelong companion for spiritual seekers yet the bhagavad gītā essentials is designed to be
just that an essential part of your life small enough to carry with you wherever you go yet profound enough to carry
you all the way to god succinct enough to read in a matter of hours yet deep enough to contemplate for decades to
come this book presents the insights philosophic symbolism and significance involved in the architecture of hindu
temples which are meticulously presented through texts sketches illustrations and figures the book explores the
origin and evolution of temples and the evolution of different architectural styles of the temples in northern and
southern parts of india in different periods of history the author g venkataramana reddy a renowned architect has
also analysed the architectural symbolism of modern religious movements including the ramakrishna math and
mission the book will be of great value to the connoisseurs of indian art and architecture and also to the general
public interested in acquiring a detailed outline about the symbolism and architectural heritage of the hindu
temples this is collection of stories that illustrates that there is no age limit to living life to its fullest in it seniors
disdain passivity to lead active lives the effects are often surprising and always entertaining the shreemad
bhagavad gita is one of the most ancient scriptures in the world of all the scriptures it is said that gita provides the
deepest and most practical knowledge about faith devotion surrender detachment and a release of expectations
and ownership over one s own actions but like any teaching time and unqualified minds can distort scriptures like
this and misrepresent what is contained within it is for that purpose that the lord continuously takes birth on earth
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in the form of the guru to revive the true essence of the gita and to demonstrate the simplicity and power of the
divine message of the lord one such master is paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda and this book is his personal
commentary on this timeless knowledge included here are over 900 pages of verses translations drawings for every
chapter and paramahamsa vishwananda s extensive commentary perfect for the beginner as well as those who
have read other commentaries this is more than just a book it is a guiding light that can be applied to every day to
every thought and to every moment the mukunda mālā stotram is one of vaiṣṇavism s most beloved devotional
prayers composed by king kulaśekhara as the seventh of the twelve alvars the mystic bhakti saints of south india
he played a pivotal role in the revival of bhakti and served as an inspiration for sri rāmānujācārya s sri sampradaya
this prayer is a celebration of śaraṇāgati perfect surrender to the lord and reminds us to strive for unceasing
remembrance of the lord at all times and places king kulaśekhara speaks of the misery of the soul trapped in this
world with its many trials and tribulations all the while reminding us all that the supreme lord Śrīman nārāyaṇa is
the only means of liberation from this otherwise endless predicament it asks mukunda the lord as the granter of
liberation to give the self proclaimed unworthy author freedom from the cycle of birth and death accompanied by
the enlightening commentaries of paramahamsa vishwananda this is unquestionably a must read for all aspiring
vaiṣṇavas paramahamsa vishwananda is a god realised spiritual master whose commentaries on scriptures like the
bhagavad gita the srimad bhagavatam and many more have touched the hearts of thousands inspiring them to a
life of devotion and service to god and humanity the universality of world religions is certainly a subject of interest
in these engaging and pivotal times and one that is treated multi dimensionally in this issue of nectar nectar of
nondual truth has for three years attempted to present this principle by offering articles from writers and
practitioners who are deeply ensconced in and in love with their chosen path and ideal and can therefore express
the one indivisible truth via their own deeply cherished stream of wisdom this is crucial the practice of one tradition
until realization through that single pathway has been achieved in order to avoid confusion contradiction
misperception and the surface understanding that usually accompanies a mere eclectic point of view devoid of
penetrating and longevitous spiritual practice the well guided expansion of the limited human mind is likened to
raising a family wherein different children must each be given special attention based upon comprehension of their
differing needs capacities and temperaments but before all this is attempted the first born must be attended to and
then all the resultant growth in terms of challenges mistakes successes and valuable insights into child rearing can
thus be applied to the raising of those who come after wherever the first born is neglected or followed too soon by
other siblings thus falling into the background of the overburdened parent s full attention malnutrition on several
levels occurs and the valuable developmental stages of early growth are stripped of their power and purpose
resulting in a stunted condition a life shorn of its fullest possibilities and potentials this unfortunate outcome in the
individual family unit is mirrored by the undernourished spiritual life of contemporary living beings in general due
not only to their own debilitating complacency around purificatory practices but also due to their lack of
appreciation their ambivalence and even their hostility towards the sacred traditions of the world religions adhered
to by the same selfed brothers and sisters of the multifarious but inseparable family of mankind on the other hand
after sincere and one pointed commitment to truth is attained followed up by a firm dedication to one s path a
sedulous practice and an unswerving devotion to god and guru all constantly cultivated the onset of spiritual
maturation will occur as a matter of course within the heart of every living being the lord is waiting and he has his
ways to remind you of his relationship with you just love a journey into the heart of god was conceived to to grant
you a uniquely intimate experience of how paramahamsa vishwananda masterfully guides seekers throughout the
journey of life towards their ultimate fulfilment the realisation of god paramahamsa vishwananda s timeless wisdom
has been compiled into six sections which represent the main stages of the seeker s journey in each session you
can find highly relevant topics emphasised by paramahamsa vishwananda during his talks and satsangs given
throughout the years and especially highlighted during his 2020 live satsangs no matter what stage of the journey
you find yourself in embark on this journey into the heart of god with paramahamsa vishwananda let yourself be
guided and awaken your unique love relationship with god according to ancient records the patriarchs and founders
of the early civilisations in egypt india china peru mesopotamia britain and the americas were colonised by the
serpents of wisdom who arrived in these lands after abandoning their beloved homelands and crossing great seas
while bearing names denoting snake or dragon these serpents of wisdom oversaw the construction of magnificent
civilisations within which they and their descendants served as the priest kings and as the enlightened heads of
mystery school traditions this book recounts the history of these serpents and why they are returning now this book
is a compilation of select papers presented at the seminar on ýliterary historiographyý organized by the akademi in
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1998 the essays here are on diverse aspects of contemporary indian history by scholars and activists well known for
their contribution to cultural studies in india there is today an analytic focus on the figures or personnel of
historyýnot just the actors ýwithiný so to speak history but the experts and institutions who organize and authorize
the narratives the exclusions and the blind spots of the discipline re figuring is thus not an originary gesture not a re
founding or a return to true origins but a call for transforming the contemporary moment and forging the
conceptual and political instruments adequate to this task in the early 1960 s thea ishwari ivie traveled to india to
be with realized souls because of a deep longing to know god thea has met trained under and served many great
realized masters including swami ramdas ananda moyi ma swami muktananda dhyanyogi sri karunamayi swami
vishwananda and mohanji in thea ivie s autobiography transcending illusion theodora s journey through time she
describes her incredible story of her path to enlightenment and the struggles and triumphs along the way thea is
extremely candid about her journey and outlines a path for all to follow one must want realization above all else she
says and to know their true state of oneness which is always there clairvoyant since childhood thea ivie has helped
thousands of people through her healing practice releasing trauma blockages and more through deep faith and
prayer to the individual s own masters guides and angels thea claims no doer ship in the healing process but only
acts as a vehicle for god s divine grace love and mercy swami vivekananda in india a corrective biography attempts
to inform the reader accurately about his life both before and after his historic visits to the west much material has
been translated anew from original bengali books at the same time it challenges current popular and pious notions
held about this humanitarian monk the four major chapters in this book are about his meetings with sri ramakrishna
his travels in india during 1886 1893 media waves about him in india and his triumphant return from the west in
1897 analysis of original eyewitness reports in both india and western newspapers and periodicals forms an integral
part of this biography this book offers the first english translation of a body of highly esoteric mystical poetry and
songs associated with the khartabhajas a bengali sect devoted to tantrism the period from the late 18th to the early
19th century during which these lyrics were written was an era of change experimentation and transition from the
older medieval styles to the new literary forms of modern bengal the highly original songs presented here are an
important part of this transitional period reflecting the search for new literary forms and experimentation in new
poetic styles a unique read a must have spiritual classic for every home it is wonderful to savour the sacred texts of
great religions learn about nirvana self realisation and the kingdom of god be healed be protected be blessed
discover lasting peace and happiness in your life in the pages of this book find powerful ancient healing prayers
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The Universe Within 2000 this book focuses on the various human qualities associated with each energy centre
and points out how to recognize control and direct the peculiarities of each chakra so that the seeker may travel
safely towards the goal of absolute happiness
The Universe Within 2017-07-06 in this world and society god has placed each of us in particular places and
circumstances we according to our own action karma evolution education talents and abilities earn our living can
everyone become rich it may or may not be possible but can everyone improve their lot if they become successful
and or happier the answer is firmly affirmative if one meditates regularly one can achieve this modest goal
Something Worth Reading for Inspiration 2019-04-01 relationships begin with knowledge progress with
understanding and ripen through love expansion and succesful relationships bring about completeness in life while
living in this changing world we are to multiply our relationships basing them on love and oneness yet retaining the
awareness that nothing is permanent except the immortal self and the blessing of its endless love
The Changing Nature Of Relationships 2016-06-24 about the book this book is a tale centred on the theme of
the philosophic ideals and teachings of vedanta with a first person narrative style it begins with the narrator s
decision to spend the third of the four asramas the vanaprastha stage of life in madurai the abode of goddess
meenakshi which has inspired devout scholars and poets for centuries the tale is an account of the narrator s study
of the philosophy of non dualism or advaita as propounded by masters such as sri sankara and ramana maharshi
under the guidance of his guru sankara shastri it reveals the nature of the vedanta philosophy and its significance in
understanding the meaning of life and the strange nature of human condition in attaining peace and bliss in one s
own being and in contributing to harmony and integration in the country it discusses aspects of creation of the
universe and of life the world and nature around us and the sufferings and pleasures as experienced by humans
from a vedantic perspective the story is an interesting account that is not only profoundly philosophical but also
touches the emotions of the heart readers will be fascinated by this interesting and profound story that conveys the
deeply founded truths of vedanta in a simple manner
Paramahamsa 2005-12 what does it take to be present sydney platt takes us on an inner journey exploring the
many facets of presence with one goal in mind reconnecting with the essence of who you truly are stepping into
presence is an experiential guide not just a book for the mind from its premise that the main obstacle to being
present is a deep sense of disconnection from the soul what it takes to live in presence is explored from many
perspectives this involves delving into all the dimensions of human existence spirit thought emotion and physical
senses step if you wholeheartedly engage yourself in its pages it is expected that you will understand how your
deepest fears originate and function under the radar to keep you out of the present discover why the personality is
the most powerful force that blocks the full expression of who you truly are get savvy to the hidden agenda of your
personality and learn to sidestep its unconscious motives and unproductive directives become more aware of how
you disconnect from the flow of life and all its dimensions explore ways to resonate with the qualities of presence so
you can be happier calmer and more fully present calm allows us to process our experience completely and helps
us access the resources present within the well of our soul from chapter 21 sydney platt has written a remarkably
thorough guide to personal transformation weaving together many systems of consciousnessat the completion of
each section she provides lovely meditations and prayers to help manifest the transformations even advanced
students of consciousness will find sydneys book a valuable resource for deeper transformation sandra zimmer
founder of the self expression center and author of its your time to shine how to overcome fear of public speaking
develop authentic presence and speak from your heart
Stepping into Presence 2014-07-16 in this touching book filled with the private memories of his life with his
master paramahamsa prajnanananda shares the world of his early training and glimpses of how he could reach his
true potential under the loving guidance of one of the most renowned and legendary yogi of the 20th century
paramahamsa hariharananda this is the story of two exceptional beings who gave their utmost to each other so
that in turn they could lead and guide many others along the path of realization
My Time with the Master 2010-04-09 swami nityatmananda lived in the company of sri m for a long time maintained
a diary and elaborated it in sixteen parts of sri ma darshan the book is also available in english under the title m the
apostle the evangelist all the sixteen parts are available in bengali too it is a continuation of the kathamrita this
work is the result of twenty years of hard and incessant work and tapasya on the banks of the ganga in rishikesh in
the himalayas in this series of 16 volumes the reader is brought in close touch with the life and teachings of sri
ramakrishna family thakur swamiji holy mother m swami shivananda swami abhedananda and others and there is
the elucidation according to sri ramakrishna s line of thought of the upanishads the gita the bible guru granth sahib
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the holy quran and other scriptures the third specialty of this work is the commentary on the gospel of sri
ramakrishna by the author himself says swami shraddhananda one wonders at the unusual capacity of swami
nityatmananda in recording these day to day conversations of this vyasadeva of our time m and later developing
his notes into his masterly work one cannot fail to discover the special training he received from sri m himself in this
direction while he was serving as a teacher in m s school and living with him for years when he read it swami
jagadananda remarked the author has presented m s words lifelike after reading his kathamrita a study of this book
will throw new light on the kathamrita there is no doubt about it the great american and senior sadhu swami
atulananda wrote this book may serve a double purpose to those who are acquainted with m s kathamrita it may be
welcome as a companion volume and to those not yet acquainted with the kathamrita it may arouse a desire to
make that acquaintance for this book which is a record of m s talks with his admirers about his reminiscences not
only reveals new facts about the life of sri ramakrishna but throws new light on that wonderful life swami
virajananda the late president of sri ramakrishna math and mission heard the manuscript read to him by his
secretary when he visited dehradun for the last time and he was delighted to hear it he told to the author what a
wonderful thing you have written why didn t you show it to me earlier never mind now go and finish the writing
human life is so uncertain if you complete the writing itself publication can be taken up by others ah the move is as
dramatic as the subject is sublime
M., the Apostle & the Evangelist - Volume 5 2009-04-24 practicing human values in our daily lives implies
organizing one s life in such a way that all our thoughts words and actions may result in harmony with our set of
interpersonal relationships it entails principles morality and ethical assets a thought is like the seed we plant the
sprout is the result of our work and the tree or the fruit is the final manifestation so every human life may become a
reflection of the divine the choice is totally ours life values are the main arteries to reach the goal of life after a
sincere evaluation of one s life establishing one s own philosophy each one of us is to truly accept one s own
responsibilities to practice human values is to accept full responsibility for one s own life this gives us the power to
move forward grow and become truly independent and free
Life And Values 1992 while ramakrishna paramhamsa has been the subject of innumerable volumes devoted to
his life and teachings over the past century and a half ramakrishna paramhamsa the sadhaka of dakshineswar
illuminates this enigmatic religious figure and stands out amidst the multitude of voices that crowd his story it
traces the several contradictions of nineteenth century bengal that the man embodied between his vaishnav roots
and sakti worship between bhakti and gyan and between a guru and sadhaka spiritual practitioner amiya p sen
situates sri ramakrishna within the emerging social and cultural anxieties of the time as also the larger hindu
brahminical world that he was born into this book also carries a brief but critical introduction to the moral and
philosophical underpinnings of ramakrishna s vibrant theology that will be of interest to lay readers as well as those
especially interested in the cultural and religious history of modern bengal see also amiya sen s his words the
preaching and parables of ramakrishna paramahamsa
The Path of Love 1997-02-25 the book is an experience its an experience what millions would have experienced i
have not used this book as a tool to advise or to convey my teachings or a message this book acts like a mirror it is
an experience within your experience which you would have failed to understand about life life is an experience
which can be of love spiritual inspirational innovation godliness accidental and so on you may have end number of
experience within yourself life becomes an adventure when you start to explore life with your experience
imagination cannot be an experience dreams cannot be an experience only reality is the truth of experience and
the reality is what this book speak about book explores the experience about love never judge a person by his
physical appearance and never judge a book by its description just experience my vision here is to make the
readers experience the experienced which is the master within and explore yourself into an adventure world of love
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa 2005 santa fe the city different has deeply excited visitors for over a hundred years
with its crystal blue skies blood of christ mountains pure dry air old adobe charm and beautiful light but this high
desert state capital and artists haven may also be a land of lighta premier landscape of multiple sacred sites and
heightened spiritual charge people love this place they say for its uplifting spiritually leavening effect for how it
starts a process of transformation healing deep change and self reinvention people revere this place as an axis of
creativity a hotbed of innovation and a paramount center for recreating culture and spirituality capable of inspiring
the world santa fe light explains why an able travel guide it takes you to 111 different locations and their light
temples in and around santa fe numinous places usually only encountered in myths or dreams and it proposes that
the observed social qualities of santa fe its livability might be due to this fabulous visionary geography alluringly
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just beyond the veil of our ordinary perception
Unknown Master Within 2009 for sale in south asia only
Santa Fe Light 2011-09 blissfully unconventional ramakrishna 1836 1886 was a prime mover in the transmission of
eastern mystical practices into the west s spiritual renaissance this work presents sanctity playfulness wisdom
power devotion and spiritual intensity from one of the most inspiring spiritual teachers in each page
Great Swan 2011-12-18 in this book the author has compiled and compared the teachings of the most outstanding
contemporary masters from anandamayee ma swami chidananda krishnamurti swami rama paramahamsa
prajnanananda ramesh balsekar nisargadatta maharaj ramana maharshi paramahamsa hariharananda sri sathya
sai baba further to extracts from the most ancient and enlightening scriptures such as vivekachudamani ashtavakra
gita vashista yoga avadhuta gita of dattatreya and some of the essential treasures of the upanishadic teachings
that are the basic must for any serious spiritual seeker
Great Swan 2011-02-09 when dreams come true is made of thirty one different inspirational stories about dreams
realised collected from ordinary people from various corners of the world this book contains stories that are more
than just an account on someone s life these stories are factual honest inspirational moving soul touching and a
profound example of transforming impossible into possible this book offers hope in the darkest moments of despair
it guides and provides healing it inspires it encourages and assists in looking beyond to what is absorbed by the
naked eye treat this book like a guide that takes you out of your misery despair uncertainty and inspires you to see
beyond your worries and everyday challenges life is full of endless possibilities waiting to serve and be noticed this
remarkable book is the testimony of the truth that everything can be possible in this universe you can achieve
anything in life as long as you believe focus and put effort in making your dreams come true however the author
insists that it is important to come from the place of love because that s where all the greatest miracles reside may
this book be your daily powerful inspiration
It's All One Man's Job 2017-01-16 the world today is facing a bewildering array of problems where human
behavior is both brazen and bizarre those who are searching for a way out are daring to ask fundamental questions
what is man s rightful place are we a doomed species is god becoming weary of mankind in man s fate and god s
choice bhimeswara challa shares his comprehensive study of human behavior that suggests that the very paradigm
of our thinking is inappropriate for the current challenges we face in a thoughtful innovative presentation of ideas
challa posits that any betterment in human behavior needs a cathartic change at the deepest level ultimately
reawakening the intelligence of the human heart he begins by examining the greatest challenge of this generation
of human beings and continues by placing the multiple identities of man in perspective reviewing our growing
insensitivity to human suffering finally he looks to the living world for inspiration metaphors and models for human
transformation man s fate and god s choice incisively covers an array of issues and proposes an agenda for action
as it challenges those who see misery and ask why to also see the promise in the rainbow and then ask why not
Bhagavad Gita Demystified Volume 3 2009 psychology in the light of the east presents fresh insights into
integral psychology including valuable techniques for application this text invites readers on a journey of self
knowledge and self mastery providing professionals as well as general readers with the tools for great personal and
professional development
Bhagavad Gita 1987 on the life and works most in oriya of abhirama paramahamĐsa 1904 1963 hindu religious
leader
WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE 1996 the bhagavad gītā recounts a profound dialogue between arjuna a conflicted
warrior and his humble charioteer who is in fact the lord himself the message kṛṣṇa delivered on a battlefield more
than 5000 years ago is just as relevant today because it awakens the soul to mankind s true nature and reason for
being his instructions have stood the test of time and provide the knowledge to help us triumph over the obstacles
we face in our lives paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda s commentary brings this timeless discourse to life
unravelling it and delivering it straight to the heart of the reader it is rare when a book has the potential to become
a lifelong companion for spiritual seekers yet the bhagavad gītā essentials is designed to be just that an essential
part of your life small enough to carry with you wherever you go yet profound enough to carry you all the way to
god succinct enough to read in a matter of hours yet deep enough to contemplate for decades to come
Man’s Fate and God’s Choice 2020-08-08 this book presents the insights philosophic symbolism and significance
involved in the architecture of hindu temples which are meticulously presented through texts sketches illustrations
and figures the book explores the origin and evolution of temples and the evolution of different architectural styles
of the temples in northern and southern parts of india in different periods of history the author g venkataramana
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reddy a renowned architect has also analysed the architectural symbolism of modern religious movements
including the ramakrishna math and mission the book will be of great value to the connoisseurs of indian art and
architecture and also to the general public interested in acquiring a detailed outline about the symbolism and
architectural heritage of the hindu temples
Psychology in the Light of the East 2020-03-07 this is collection of stories that illustrates that there is no age limit to
living life to its fullest in it seniors disdain passivity to lead active lives the effects are often surprising and always
entertaining
Bhagavad Gita Demystified Volume 2 2002 the shreemad bhagavad gita is one of the most ancient scriptures in
the world of all the scriptures it is said that gita provides the deepest and most practical knowledge about faith
devotion surrender detachment and a release of expectations and ownership over one s own actions but like any
teaching time and unqualified minds can distort scriptures like this and misrepresent what is contained within it is
for that purpose that the lord continuously takes birth on earth in the form of the guru to revive the true essence of
the gita and to demonstrate the simplicity and power of the divine message of the lord one such master is
paramahamsa sri swami vishwananda and this book is his personal commentary on this timeless knowledge
included here are over 900 pages of verses translations drawings for every chapter and paramahamsa vishwananda
s extensive commentary perfect for the beginner as well as those who have read other commentaries this is more
than just a book it is a guiding light that can be applied to every day to every thought and to every moment
The Philosophy of Thakur Sri Abhiram Paramahamsa 2000 the mukunda mālā stotram is one of vaiṣṇavism s
most beloved devotional prayers composed by king kulaśekhara as the seventh of the twelve alvars the mystic
bhakti saints of south india he played a pivotal role in the revival of bhakti and served as an inspiration for sri
rāmānujācārya s sri sampradaya this prayer is a celebration of śaraṇāgati perfect surrender to the lord and reminds
us to strive for unceasing remembrance of the lord at all times and places king kulaśekhara speaks of the misery of
the soul trapped in this world with its many trials and tribulations all the while reminding us all that the supreme
lord Śrīman nārāyaṇa is the only means of liberation from this otherwise endless predicament it asks mukunda the
lord as the granter of liberation to give the self proclaimed unworthy author freedom from the cycle of birth and
death accompanied by the enlightening commentaries of paramahamsa vishwananda this is unquestionably a must
read for all aspiring vaiṣṇavas paramahamsa vishwananda is a god realised spiritual master whose commentaries
on scriptures like the bhagavad gita the srimad bhagavatam and many more have touched the hearts of thousands
inspiring them to a life of devotion and service to god and humanity
Tattvālokah 2017-01-12 the universality of world religions is certainly a subject of interest in these engaging and
pivotal times and one that is treated multi dimensionally in this issue of nectar nectar of nondual truth has for three
years attempted to present this principle by offering articles from writers and practitioners who are deeply
ensconced in and in love with their chosen path and ideal and can therefore express the one indivisible truth via
their own deeply cherished stream of wisdom this is crucial the practice of one tradition until realization through
that single pathway has been achieved in order to avoid confusion contradiction misperception and the surface
understanding that usually accompanies a mere eclectic point of view devoid of penetrating and longevitous
spiritual practice the well guided expansion of the limited human mind is likened to raising a family wherein
different children must each be given special attention based upon comprehension of their differing needs
capacities and temperaments but before all this is attempted the first born must be attended to and then all the
resultant growth in terms of challenges mistakes successes and valuable insights into child rearing can thus be
applied to the raising of those who come after wherever the first born is neglected or followed too soon by other
siblings thus falling into the background of the overburdened parent s full attention malnutrition on several levels
occurs and the valuable developmental stages of early growth are stripped of their power and purpose resulting in a
stunted condition a life shorn of its fullest possibilities and potentials this unfortunate outcome in the individual
family unit is mirrored by the undernourished spiritual life of contemporary living beings in general due not only to
their own debilitating complacency around purificatory practices but also due to their lack of appreciation their
ambivalence and even their hostility towards the sacred traditions of the world religions adhered to by the same
selfed brothers and sisters of the multifarious but inseparable family of mankind on the other hand after sincere and
one pointed commitment to truth is attained followed up by a firm dedication to one s path a sedulous practice and
an unswerving devotion to god and guru all constantly cultivated the onset of spiritual maturation will occur as a
matter of course
Bhagavad Gita Essentials 2021-12-26 within the heart of every living being the lord is waiting and he has his ways
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to remind you of his relationship with you just love a journey into the heart of god was conceived to to grant you a
uniquely intimate experience of how paramahamsa vishwananda masterfully guides seekers throughout the journey
of life towards their ultimate fulfilment the realisation of god paramahamsa vishwananda s timeless wisdom has
been compiled into six sections which represent the main stages of the seeker s journey in each session you can
find highly relevant topics emphasised by paramahamsa vishwananda during his talks and satsangs given
throughout the years and especially highlighted during his 2020 live satsangs no matter what stage of the journey
you find yourself in embark on this journey into the heart of god with paramahamsa vishwananda let yourself be
guided and awaken your unique love relationship with god
Alayam the Hindu Temple 2009 according to ancient records the patriarchs and founders of the early civilisations in
egypt india china peru mesopotamia britain and the americas were colonised by the serpents of wisdom who
arrived in these lands after abandoning their beloved homelands and crossing great seas while bearing names
denoting snake or dragon these serpents of wisdom oversaw the construction of magnificent civilisations within
which they and their descendants served as the priest kings and as the enlightened heads of mystery school
traditions this book recounts the history of these serpents and why they are returning now
Oesterreichische Bibliographie 2004-12-24 this book is a compilation of select papers presented at the seminar on
ýliterary historiographyý organized by the akademi in 1998 the essays here are on diverse aspects of contemporary
indian history by scholars and activists well known for their contribution to cultural studies in india there is today an
analytic focus on the figures or personnel of historyýnot just the actors ýwithiný so to speak history but the experts
and institutions who organize and authorize the narratives the exclusions and the blind spots of the discipline re
figuring is thus not an originary gesture not a re founding or a return to true origins but a call for transforming the
contemporary moment and forging the conceptual and political instruments adequate to this task
The Mirage and the Mirror 2021-07-12 in the early 1960 s thea ishwari ivie traveled to india to be with realized souls
because of a deep longing to know god thea has met trained under and served many great realized masters
including swami ramdas ananda moyi ma swami muktananda dhyanyogi sri karunamayi swami vishwananda and
mohanji in thea ivie s autobiography transcending illusion theodora s journey through time she describes her
incredible story of her path to enlightenment and the struggles and triumphs along the way thea is extremely
candid about her journey and outlines a path for all to follow one must want realization above all else she says and
to know their true state of oneness which is always there clairvoyant since childhood thea ivie has helped
thousands of people through her healing practice releasing trauma blockages and more through deep faith and
prayer to the individual s own masters guides and angels thea claims no doer ship in the healing process but only
acts as a vehicle for god s divine grace love and mercy
Shreemad Bhagavad Gita 2000 swami vivekananda in india a corrective biography attempts to inform the reader
accurately about his life both before and after his historic visits to the west much material has been translated
anew from original bengali books at the same time it challenges current popular and pious notions held about this
humanitarian monk the four major chapters in this book are about his meetings with sri ramakrishna his travels in
india during 1886 1893 media waves about him in india and his triumphant return from the west in 1897 analysis of
original eyewitness reports in both india and western newspapers and periodicals forms an integral part of this
biography
Mukunda-mālā-stotram 1997-09 this book offers the first english translation of a body of highly esoteric mystical
poetry and songs associated with the khartabhajas a bengali sect devoted to tantrism the period from the late 18th
to the early 19th century during which these lyrics were written was an era of change experimentation and
transition from the older medieval styles to the new literary forms of modern bengal the highly original songs
presented here are an important part of this transitional period reflecting the search for new literary forms and
experimentation in new poetic styles
Bhagavad Gita Demystified Volume 1 2005 a unique read a must have spiritual classic for every home it is
wonderful to savour the sacred texts of great religions learn about nirvana self realisation and the kingdom of god
be healed be protected be blessed discover lasting peace and happiness in your life in the pages of this book find
powerful ancient healing prayers
Nectar #14 2021-06-12
Just Love: A Journey into the Heart of God 1999
Meditation Revolution 2001
The Return of the Serpents of Wisdom 2015-10-05
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Re-figuring Culture
Transcending Illusion
Swami Vivekananda in India
Songs of Ecstasy
Living Heaven Here on Earth
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